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The practice of Soul 

Intelligence was developed 

by  

DEANNA STRANDQUIST, 

founder of Wind Haven 

Consulting. 

Deanna believes that 

tapping into your soul intelligence correlates to your 

capacity to tap into multiple intelligences, such as 

your IQ (intelligence quotient) and your EQ 

(emotional quotient), and your SQ (spiritual quotient)  

you can access your deepest meanings, purposes, 

and highest motivations. 

The three aspects of Soul Intelligence are: 

Connecting with your Higher Self rather than your 

Ego. Your ego is what you identify with, the roles you 

play, your job, your past, your problems. 

Understanding Cause & Effect, the Universal Law.  

You recognize that you are the creator of your life, 

and you take responsibility for whatever shows up.  

Non-attachment. Your well being comes from deep 

within, from your Higher Self, not based on recent 

experiences in your life.  

Book a consultation: 

“Are you tapping  

into your  

Soul Intelligence?” 

Deanna offers classes in: 

Chakra Balancing 

Energy Cleansing 

Meditation Techniques 

Check for latest events on  

Wind Haven website 

Blog: Windhavenshaman.wordpress.com 

Facebook: Wind Haven 

Contact us for more information. 

Join Deanna at a Lunch Event as she shares with 
you: 

How to create ease in your daily life 

Learn energetic techniques to release toxic 

blocks 

Learn experiential exercises that will help 

you get on the path the achieve your highest   
potential 

 
 

To sponsor a Lunch & Learn  at your office,  
contact us today. 

Discover  the power of Soul Intelligence Mentorship 
and the breakthroughs it can create in your life. 
You have everything within you to manifest your 
deepest desires, by tapping into your Higher Self, 
and your Soul Intelligence. 

Wind Haven  
Consulting 



Are you tapping into your Soul 

Intelligence? 

Are you feeling confused, overwhelmed or 

overloaded? 

Are you ready to create ease in your daily life, 

and dissolve stress and struggle? 

Are you ready for a breakthrough to a new life? 

If you are feeling confused, overwhelmed or stuck 

you are not tapping into your Soul Intelligence. 

Take charge of your life and tap into your deepest 

wisdom. 

Learn how to create ease in your daily life 

and dissolve stress 

Learn energetic techniques to release toxic 

blocks 

Learn experiential exercises that will help 
you get on the path to achieve your highest 

potential 

Working with Deanna removes toxic energies that 
confuse the soul.  Some will be called to work 
with her because they are ready to explore or 

heighten their soul’s intelligence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Call for your  

FREE Assessment  

at  (403) 207-1383 

Discover how your thinking, your beliefs and 
your assumptions are creating your world, 

and learn to break free to create a new life. 

You submit a questionnaire, then we make an 
assessment on what you can do to create 
change in your life, in the direction you wish 

to go. 

Call for your questionnaire and 

 Free Assessment today! 

Wind Haven Consulting 

Soul Intelligence Mentoring  

If you are ready to work with your soul 

intelligence, we are ready to support you. 

“Connect with your Soul Intelligence — the soul knows.”  

Deanna Strandquist, Soul Intelligence Expert,  

Wind Haven Consulting 

Let’s create life balance now!  
 
Develop self awareness, learn what is 
happening on your inner landscape. 
Gain the skills to be able to reframe your life, to 
stand back and look at the bigger picture, and 
respond to the situation from a higher 
perspective. 
 
Take charge of your life and tap into your 
deepest wisdom.  You will experience ease, 
joy, and  freedom, by releasing energetic 
blocks. 
 
Deanna  uses her training in Shamanism, 
Color Therapy and Reiki to help you break free 
from your blocks, open the skies to your path 
to healing. 


